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Operating Instructions
Peerless NTH

Manual Chain Hoist
Before Use

Apply lubricant (gear oil or machine oil)to the load
chain. Wipe off excess. This leaves lubricant at the
bearing points of the links.

Operation
The mechanical action necessary to liftthe load is
started by pulling on the hand chain.
It is normal to hear a clickingsound when the load
is raised, but when it is lowered, no clicking
sound should be heard.

Caution

Do not overload the hoist. Overloading may shorten
the lifeof the unit or cause accidents.
When the hand chain suddenly becomes taut, STOP
OPERATION...theliftchain has reached either its
upper or lower limit.

Maintenance
Keep hoist free of dirt and moisture. Oilthe hoist
periodically-especially ifit has been used in the
rain. --

AJways- keep the load chain Ijghtlylubricated.
Avoid dragging the hoist on the ground.
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a.UTlON 4.No overloading.1'. No tM6ting. No capsizing tor
doubIlI type chains.

2 - Sling loads from the
. center of. the hook.
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6. No overlifting. No 0Yert0WerIng.
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5 No extreme &!ant. slinging.

~

3 No . direct btriding of a. load with . load chain.

8 Don't forget to 011the
. load chain and aD
~ R. the bearing points
~"\:-, of top and bottom

hooks after use.
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Operating Instructions
Peerless Manual and Geared Trolley

Before Use

The peerless manual trolley can be adjusted in increments of 1/8" by simply in~erting or
removing adjusting spacers to fita variety of beam flanges. No additional spacers are required.
To adjust trolley(Fig.1): '

1. Remove the stop pins and slide offside plate 8 and spacers from the suspension shafts.
2. Reinsert the appropriate number of inner spacers for the desired flange width (Table1).
3. Insert side plate "8" and external spacers and lock into place with the stop pins.

~ Installation

For easy installation the trolley may be put onto the 1-8eam flange from the open end of the
beam. Stoppers should be installed on both ends of the I-beam to.prevent the trolley from
running offthe beam.

Ifthe trolley cannot be installed from the open end of the beam then:
1) Disconnect side plate 8 from trolley. Leave hoist attached to the suspender (See 1 above).

CAUTION: Since hoist and components are very heavy, get assistance to liftand hold hoist
and trolleyparts in place.

2) Check for proper number of spacers. Use equal number of spacers on each side of
suspender so that the hoist is centered between trolley wheels. Uft hoist on to beam.
(See Ag. 1)

~3) Reinstall side plate 8 and remaining spacers. Install stop pins.
4) Check to see that hoist and trolley is secure on beam. Allpins are in place and keeper split

pins are installed. -

5) Move trolley. Itshould move freely. It it is too tight or loose, adjust as required by going
back to Step 1 above.

Operation
Move an unloaded trolley by pullingon the load chain of the hoist.
Move a loaded trolley by pushing the suspended load.

Precautions To Be Taken In Operation
1) Avoidslant pulling of chain.

It is dangerous to pull the chain slant, with the trolley connected to the hoist, as the
trolley is tilted too much and gives too much strain to the beam.

- 2) Donot let~e trolleybump against stopper at bear1.1or othE7trolleyon the same beam.
c. Take suffiC1entcare not to let the trolley bump against a stopper at the end of the beam

or other trolley on the same beam, as this willcause damage to the trolleys and the
beam stopper.: ' 'L. -

3) Do not let the'nand chain catch a load.
Ita load is caught by the hand chain as it is lowered, the loaded hand chain may cause

damage to the side-plate. '

4) Nev~r rT19yetrolley by pulling on the hoist hand chain.
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lubrIcation on the trolley wheels is required. They have shielded, pre-:lubricated ball be~nngs.

~s_i~nally apply oil through the small hole in the pinion support on the geared trolley (FIg. 3).
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Fig 1
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Table 1

Number of Adjusting Spacers -"~.. ..J
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lote;) Take'n()tethe numb~r on spacers of inner side as
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, WJdth 33/8
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1 Inner 3+3 4+4 5+5 6+6 7+7 9+9 - - -, - - - - - - - -
Outer 12 10 8 6 4 0

>- - - - - - - - - - -
11/2Irtner - - - 1+1 1+2 4+4 5+6 6+6 6+7 7+8 8+8 8+9 9+9 - - - '--
2 Outer - - - 16 15 10 7 6 5-: 3 2 1 0 - - ,- -
3 Inrier ,_., - -, 1+1 1+2 4+4 5+6 6+6 6+7 7+8 8+8 8+9 9+9 - - -

Outer - - - 16 15 10 ,7 , ,:6 - .5- '"3," '--:2 -1 0 - - - -
5 Inner - - - - - - 0+1 1+1 1+2 2-t:3 3+3 4+3 5+4 6+5 6+6 7+6 :9+8

Outer - - - - - .- 16 ,15 14 12 11 10 8 6 5 4 '.0



PARTS LIST
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No. Capacity
Fig. per
No. Part Name Hoist 1 2 3 5

.
1 Suspender Assembly 1 50604 50622 50679 50725
3 Top Pin 1 CF163010 CF163015
4 Bottom Hook Complete Set 1 M3021A010
16 Safety Lever Assembly 1 CF071010

7 Chain Pin 1 M3041010
8 Slotted Nut 1 M204901 0
9 Split Pin 1 9009411 .
0 Body A 1 CF101010 CF101015
1 Body B 1 CF102010 CF102015
2 Name Plate 1 CF800010 CF800020 CF800030 CF800050
3 Frame 1 CF1 0501 0 CF105015

1 CF111010 CF111015 CF111050
14 Pinion 1 **CF4111010 **CF4111015 fk*CF411105
5 Ball Bearing A (Ag. 14 1 9000103
6 Ball Bearing B (Fig. 14 1 9000201 9000202 9000300

Ball Bearing C (FiQ.14 1 9000105 9000106
'riA BallBearing D (Ag. 14) 1 9000105 9000106
18 Load Sheave' 1 CF116010 CF116015 CF116A050*
19 Load Gear 1 CF114010 CF114015 CF116A050*
20 Chain Guide 1 CF178010 CF178015
21 Stripper 1 CF162010 CF162015
22 Socket Bolt tor Body 2 9091284 9091285
?2A Socket Batt tor Body 2 9091282 9091283
:>3 U Nut for Body' 4 9098506
:>4 Pawl Pin 1 CF156005
:>5 U Nut for Fig. 24 1 9098506
:>6 Pawl Spring 1 CF158005
7 Pawl,:," 1 .' CF155005
8 Snap Ring for Ag. 24 1 9047108

1 CF153010
29, fnction Disc 1 **M3153020
0 . Frictipn PlateB 1 CF151010 ,-

, ;/"" 1 CF152010 - '
"-",, '

31 ' Ratchet Disc 1 ,CF4152010 ",'"
"

, --"..' , '-,

311 8.4f.shirtfffofHatchet Disc 1 M3.154020 ' i}:.]:':;i.cY_I,.' --
-



..CF4'Model only.
~

No. Capacity
Fig. per

I I
No. Part Name Hoist 1 2 3 5

1 CF150010
32 FrictionPlate A 2 **M3151020

1 CF115010 CF115015
3 Hand Wheel 1 **CF4115010 **CF4115015
4 Wheel Stopper 1 CF159010
5 Wheel Stopper Pin 1 M2167005
6 Split Pin for Fig. 35 1 9009401

37 Wheel Cover 1 CF171010 CF171015
38 Screw for Ag. 37 3 CF187005
39 Spring Washer for Fig. 37 3 9012709
0 TailPin 1 CF164010 CF164015

41 Socket Boltfor Fig. 40 ,1 CF181010
2 Load Chain FT LCCF010 \ LCCF015

43 Hand Chain FT HCCFO05
4 Suspender Assembly 1 50622 50679
6 Chain Pin 1 . CF041020 M3041030

47 Slotted Nut for Ag. 46 1 M2049010 M204901 0
8 Split Pin fqr Ag. 46 1 9009411 900411
9 Bottom Hook Complete Set 1 CF021A020 M3021A030
50 Bottom Yoke 2 CF031020 M3031 030
51 Bolt 2 9091274 9091296
52 UNut 2 9098506 9098508
53 Shaft 1 CFO53020 CFO53030

Spring Pin 1 CFO83020 CF083020
55 Idle Sheave 1 . CF051020 CF051030
6 Bottom Hook Assembly 1 CF021020 M3021 030

57 Safety Lever Assembly 1 CF071020 CF071030
58 Suspender Assembly 1 50727
59 Suspender 1 50725
60 Idle Sheave Bracket LH. 1 50726-01
61 Idle Sheave 1 /" CF051 030
62 Shaft 1 CFO53050
63 Spring Pin 1 CF083020
64 Bolt 2 90931-53 '

65 Lock Nut 2 90985-11.
66 Idle Sheave Bracket RH. 1 50726-02

8 Bbttom Hook-Complete Set 1 ."-, CF021AQ50 ':..--
69 Bottom Yoke ,'". 2 ",

. . 'FO31'('jSO'. .Q -, -- ..'
170 Idle Sheave 1 CFO510() ,
71 Shaft 1 CFO?0§01" ,

, "[)0_kf '



No. Capacity
'fig. per
No. Part Name Hoist 1 2 3 5

72 Spring Pin 1 CF083020
73 Bolt 2 9091296
74 U-Nut 2 . 9098508
75 Bottom Hook Assembly 1 M3021050
76 Safety Lever Assembly 1 CF071 050
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PLAIN TROLLEY PARTS

~

Geared Trolley Parts
~

Fig. No. 82-94 are interchangeable to Geared Trolley Parts

Fig. Parts
No. Part Name Per 1 2 3 5

Hoist

77 Side Plate A Complete Set 1 50600 50619 50685 50722

79 Track Wheel S Assembly 2 T3P1102010 T3P1102020 T3P1102O30 T3P1102050
80 Washer 4 MS1O4010 MS 104020 MS 104030 MS 104050
81 Snap Ring 2 T3P106010 T3P106020 T3P106O30 T3P106050

82 Side Plate B Complete Set 1 50601 50620 50676 50723

83 Snap Ring 2 T3P106010 T3P106020 T3P 106030 T3P106050
84 Washer 4 MS1O4010 MS1O4020 MS1O4O30 MS1O4050
85 Track Wheel S Assembly 2 T3P1102010 T3P 110202G T3P1102O30 T3P1102050
87 Name Plate 1 NTH800010 NTH80oo20 NTH 800030 NTH800050

36 9005212 T3P116010 9005215
88 AdiustinQ Spacer 34 -. 50736
90 Lock Nut 2 9098506 9098506 9098508 9098508
91 Split Pin 2 T3P157010 T3P157020 T3P157O30 T3P157050
92 Bolt 2 9093102 9093104 9093354 9093129
93 Suspension Shaft 2 50605 50624 50680 50729
94 Shaft Stopper Pin 2 T3P156010 T3P156020 T3P156030 T3P156050

Fig. Parts
No;' Part Name. Per 1 2 3 5

Hoist

95 Side Plate G Complete Set 1 50675 50721

96 Nut 1 T3G259010
97 'Washer 1 9012515
98 '-Hand Wheel 1 T3G123010

100 Pinion 1 T3G121 020
101 Track Wheel G Assembly 2 T3G110101C T3G1101020 T3G1101O30 T3G1101050
102 Washer 4 MS1O4010 MS1O4020 MS1O4O30 MS1O405O
103 Snap Ring 4 T3P106010 T3P106020 T3P 106030 T3P106050.

O4 Hand Chain Ft. HCCF005
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Chain Installation Instructions
'-""

AllCaQacities

1. Hang hoist with capacity plate facing you. Note figures on next page.

2. Cut load and hand chain to proper length with all end links in the same plane.

3. Attach one end of load chain using an open .Iinkto left hand side of factory installed
leaderchain. Be sure the welded side of link is away from the load sheave.

4. Place the end linkof hand chain flat in a pocket on the right side of the hand wheel and
turn hand wheel counerclockwise. When first link comes out on opposite side of hand
wheel place a connecting linkin hand chain and hold in position. Do not turn or twist
chain. Be careful not to turn the hand wheel clockwise too far and drop the leader chain
out of the unit. Keep pulling hand chain through hoist until last linkof hand chain hangs
in proper linewith pockets of hand wheel. Place connecting linkyou are holding in
last linkof hand chain. Be sure you did not twist hand chain you are holding. Join end
of chain to connecting linkand chain willhang in perfect loop. Close connecting linkin
vise.

5. Remove the factory installed leader and open linkfrom the load chain. '--'"

6. Attach the end of the load chain on the right hand side of the load wheel to the tail pin.
Be careful not to twist the chain.

1 Ton Capacity

Attach the bottom hook assembly to.end of 'load ch~in on the left hand side of the load wheel.
See Fig. 1 on next page.

2. 3 Ton Capacities

Feed the end of the load chain on the left hand side of the load wheel through the idler wheel of
. . the bottom hook assembly.' Then attach it to the chain pin in the top hook assembly. Becareful

not to twist the chain. See Ag. 2 on next page.

5 Ton Capacity

Feed the end of the load chain on the left hand side of the load wheel through the idler wheel of
the bottom hook assembly. Then through the left hand side of the idler wheel of the top hook
assembly and attach it to the chain pin in the bottom hook assembly. Be careful not to twist the
chain. See Fig. 3. ~.
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Chain Inspection

1. Test the hoist under load condition to make sure chain moves smoothly through the pockets
and chain guides.

2. Make sure that the chain is clean and properly lubricated.

3. Check for gouges, nicks, weld spatter, corrosion, chemical attack and distorted links. Replace
chain ifit has been weakened. Ifchain appears to be stretched, measure according to the
chart below. Ifit measures greater than the Maximum 'A' dimension, replace the chain.
Be sure to measure that section of load chain that goes through the pocket wheel and chain
guide of idlerwheels in the case of multifallhoists.

"A" ~ .-(5 (j'::=2 (5 ~) (3 .,' -) »

Maintenance

1. Load chain and hand chain sho~ld be kept clean. Clean the chain with an acid-free cleaning
solution. " " ,

. .'

2. Lubrication - for i1orJ'naluse coat load chain lightlywith machine oil or gear oil. Under abrasive

conditions, use, ~:,g~.lubriCant. '
3. Be certain that th({h~placement chain is the same size, grade, and construction asthe original

chain. ' .

4. When rePlacing;j8adchain, check for wear on matin~ parts; i.e. pocket wheel, chain guide~
and idler wheels" and replace ifnecessary~ The chain may break ifit does not fitproperly In
the pocket wheel and ,Chainguide. Destroy old load chain.

, ,,: .,';,.,;'1"','-

5. Installload chain Withthe welds away from the pocket wheel. Idler wheels are exempt from this
action. Anchor the ,free end of the load chain as specified., ". - ,

6. Afterchain installation,operate the hoist without load. Ifthe operation is correct, then add a
moderate load.: Rnally test at 125% of rated capacity. Personnel and equipment must be
away from danger of a falling load.

7. Inspect and maintain hoist and load chain at regular intervals.
.-.4~--. -~

Capacity Size Std. "A"Dim. Max. "AnDim.
Ton in (mm) Code in (mm) in (mm)

1,2 1/4"' (6.3) LCCFO10 3.26 (82.9) 3.34 (85O)

3,5 9/3Z' (7.1) LCCFO15 3.61 (91.8) 3.71 (94.1)



WARNING:

- 0 NOT operate hoist over personnel or equipment.

DO NOT install new load chain on a badly worn pocket wheel and chain guide.

DO NOT attempt to repair or lengthen load chain.

DO NOT heat load chain.

DO NOT use discarded load chain for slings or for load carrying applications.

DO NOT installthe load chain with any twists.

DO NOT installa load chain with length longer than the chain container is allowed to accept.

DO NOT expose load chain ,to sharp corners .o( situations that cause the individual-linkto bene

Lubrication

-

~ "CF2only. CF4 Friction Plates are dry.

""-~;"'-' -~ ~,:1iA')<;1 t:".d b;~J(~r:' ;:.»~ . J--
,~;, , ,-

-" ,- ":;'(';<', _: t,:-o --; /':;.'

Parts to be Amount of lubrication
lubricated Name of oil lubricating method. Frequency of Lubrication

Load Chain Machine or Lubricate with brush. Lubricate when there is
Gear oil no oil on it.

Neck part Machine or Proper amount Once a month.
of hook. Gear oil

Mechanical Machine or .Wipeoffoilwithwaste When the hand pull
brake parts Gear oil Clothafter-applying becomes extremely

*Friction
proper amount of oil. heavy in lowering

operations.
Plate A. B

Ratchet Disc
Pawl Pin
Screw parts
of pinion t'

Gear Parts Cup grease 1/2T:(50g)=2bz. Once a year, or a proper -

Load Gear or Gear 1T,2T:(70g)=30z. amount of lubrication
Pinion grease 11/2T,3T,51= (1009) =40z. hoist is disassembled.

Shaft for Cup grease Proper amount. Once a month and when
Idle Sheave or Gear hoist is disassembled.

grease - -
' - -



Inspection Standards Before and After Use (Routine Inspection)

In a case where the hoist is used frequently, the following inspection should be made on a
day-to-day basis.

Inspection Items

Capacity
indication

Inspection Method

Inspect visually

Use Umit or
Judgement Standard

There should be a
clear indication of
capacity.

Remedial
Measures

Discontinue
using and
repair.

Functions Do Ufting and
lowering operations

Pawl of brake should
click during lifting
operations.

jjook (fop/Bottoml
1. Deformation I Inspect visually

of hook
There should be no
change in the "a" and
"b" dimensions in the
figure. (Close inspection
should be made at the
time of repair.

2. pamage of
I Inspect visually I There should be no-hook serious damage.

-

3. Bend in the
I Inspect visually I Gap "e" between yoke

,-

neck of hook and the neck of hook f
. should be even.

4. Top/Bottom
I Inspect visually I There should be noyoke abnormalities in them. e

5. Loosened Inspect visually There should be no
rivetor nut abnormalities in them.

6. Safety latch Inspect visually Itshould be/as normal.

Chain

1. Rust . I Inspect visually I It should not be seriously
rusty.

2. Bend alTail Inspect visually It should not be serious1y
Pin bent.

Others

Nuts-,plit- Pn I Inspect visually I No nuts should be lacking
or loose.



Repair Inspection Standards (Regular Inspection)

4. Damage of
hook

5. Loosing of
top yoke

Inspect visually

Inspect visually

6. loosing of
bottom y.oke

Inspect visually
\, .: )1-- ': ;, -Jr-

e

Remedial
Measures

Provide
. capacity

plate

Replace it

Replace it

Replace it

Replacement
of hook

Replacement
of hook

I. Safety~~ _: ~~I~~~~'i1!\~I~ ~~ )~~'I ;~.~~Uldo~rate~~o~~ 1

- - o
I
R;

t
-

chr~~~~-~t ~

~-- -'- -- a

--- -
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Damage should not be
serious.

Rivet should not be
-loosened -

No screw should be
-lacking_of'loosened.' -

Use Umit or
Inspection Items Inspection Method Judgement Standard

Capacity Inspect visually There should be a
indication dear indication of

capacity
I I

!:joo!s...(rop/Bottom)

1.Deformation I Measure "a" and "b"
Dimension should not

of hook dimensions in the exceed 10% of "a"
figure below. and "b" dimensions

when new.

2. Wear of hook
I Measure"c" and "d"

Wear should not
part dimensions in figure exceed 5% more than

below the measurement when
new

3. Gap between Measure "e" Gap should not be
hook and dimension in the figure larger than .020 in.
Bottom Hook below (.5mm) of the

measurement at the
time of purchase.

:.: ..] ---- ---
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Use Umit or Remedial
Inspection Items Inspection Method Judgement Standard - Measures

Chain

1. Wear, Inspect visually See chart on page 15 Replace chain
deformation

.

2. Rust Inspect visually There should be no Remove rust
serious rust

3. Connecting Measure hole in the Deformation should Replace
part of yoke connection part in not be so serious related parts
with load chain two directions pt that there is a

at right angle. difference of O.5mm .
or more between the
measured value.'

4. Tailpin Inspect visually There should be no Replace it
large bend.

Functions

1. Uftingand Lifta light load Ufting and lowering Disassemble
lowering operations can be and repair.

done smoothly without
any of the following
being caused.

2. Braking *No riftingoperation
can be made
*Load falls ifyour hand

- - is let go from the hand
chain.

, ---"
*Load falls in a lowering
operation.
*Load sfips slowly.

Internal .
Construction' ."

Brake parts

1. Damaga of Inspect visually There should be no Replace
brake surface scratch or cut.

" ,','

2. Damage of Inspect visually There should be no Replace
friction disc scratch or cut.

','

3. Wear of Measure with slide Thickness should be even, Replace
frictionplate calipers

and wear should not
; " (I :,>,.>,: >:' 1"-, ' . """0 -', (:"'- ,,;,,-, exceed \()Oin.J'(O5mm).

-" ;:;,-" 1'"
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Use Umit or Remedial

- Inspection Items Inspection Method Judgement Standard Measures
-

4. Center of Inspect gap with the Gap should be even Replace
brake surface use of straight edge. center part should not be
is higher than higher than the edge part.
the edge parts

5. Wear, rust of Inspect visually Pawl should not be worn so Replace
pawl much that its tip is not

smooth and the Pawl should
not be rusted.

Gear .
1. Deformation or Inspect visually It should not scratch frame Replace

damage of load or body. Teeth should not
sheave be deformed.

2. Wear or damage Inspect visually Gear teeth should not be Replace
of gear corrugated or damaged.

3. Wear or Inspect visually Teeth should not be Replace
deformation flattened or deformed.
of Hand Wheel Turn it and make sure

Or' that it does not swing.

Others,

1. Damage or Inspect visually It should not be damaged Replace
deformation worn or deformed.
of Chain Guide

2. Deformation Inspect visually lip of Stripper should not Replace
of Stripper be seriously flattened or

damaged.



Trouble Shooting
A. Broken Chain

1. Trouble: Load chain is broken near its end.
Cross linkbent.
Tailpin bent or deformed.

Cause
Load chain lowered excessively.

Explanation of Cause.
Lowering without noticing that there is no
chain remaining.
When chain is fully lowered, the force on
hand chain suddenlybecomes heavier when
the end of chain runs against the guide roller.
Additional lowering results in a bent or broken
link.

-- - -, Remed~ Pay attentionto load chain during operation.
Upon feeling a sudden resistance, stop operation.
During lowering operation, from time to time check to see ifthere is idle
chain remaining.

2. Trouble: Longer portion of broken chain has been rolled on load sheave.
Load sheave is unusually deformed.
Unusual flaw or twist remains in links adjacent to broken link.
Guide roller is unusuatly deformed.

Cause
Load chain twisted.

Explanation of Cause
When load chain -is liftedwith a twist, the twist
becomes tighter as ,chain is Jiftedand it is rolled
onto load sheave. Further liftingwill
finallycause chain to break.

Remed~ Jerk hand ~ain by 2-or 3 people to loosen screw. In the event that the
screw is fUsted, disassemble and replace defective parts including screw.

,- -

3. Trouble:"Theinstant lowering operation is started, the load comes down.

Cause
Large amount of foreign matter
in the brake assembly.

Improper assembly of
brake.

Explanation of Cause
Improper assembly of brake system.

<"

Friction plates should be inserted on both sides
of ratchet disc, however, plates were inserted on
only one side, or one plate was left out.

It occurs when the friction plate stuck to the ratchet
disc.

Brake surfaces are
oiled excessively.

Remedy: Disassemble and replace defective Friction Plate.~.-<~ - ~-" --



Disassemble and remove excess oilwith cloth-then reassemble.
,--"

NOTE: CF2 brake frictionplates require small amount of oil. Model CF4 brake frictionplates
ARE DRYand DO NOT require small amount of oil.

4. Trouble: Brake does not hold load chain while lowering.

Cause Explanation of Cause

When reassembled, brake surfaces were not
throughly cleaned to remove dust.

Foreign matter entered
the brake assembly.

Brake surfaces are oiled
excessively.

It also results from applying excessive grease or
machine oil on brake surfaces.

2, 3, 5 ton

This trouble particularly OCCHrswhen it is used for
transverse pull or it sometimes occurs with no load.

This is a result of the chain being twisted at
reassembly .

Remedy';' Pay attention to load chain during operation.

Before loading, be sure to untwist load chain completely.

~
Upon noticing of twisted chain, be sure to stop operation immediately, then
disassemble and reassemble after untwisting.

5. Trouble: There is no broken link nor other trouble in chain in particular, but:

Hook opened unusually.

Cause

Pin is bent, pin hole deformed, or other indication of overload.

Exglanation of Cause

Excessive overloading
due to sudden shock.

Due to sudden shock during operation.

In double-hoisting operation a chain hoist of
improper capacity was selected. .

- /- Overloading or shock
. due to double-hoisting

operation.

Remedy;

In double-hoisting operation, chain hoists are.
subjected to sudden shock due to abrupt operation
of one hoist or for any other reason.

Pay attention to load chain during operation.

Sufficient care should be excercised in selecting capacity of a chain
hoist (determination of liftingcapacity) for operation subject to shock or
for double-hoisting operation.

"../

J~.. ~.<-



B. Brake Does Not Work In Lowerinq

1. Trouble: Load chain does not lower, or lowering is not smooth.
/

Cause
Brake adjusting screw tightened
excessively.

Explanation of Cause
Brake adjusting screw is too tight due to shock
during operation, or it is rusted causing it not to
be loosened with normal force. Lowering
operation becomes impossible.

Brake adjusting screw rusted.

Remedy'='Disassemble and reassemble. Ifflaws remain on brake surfaces, polish
them offthoroughly.

C. LiftingIs Not Smooth

1. Trouble: Uftingaction of load chain is not smooth even without load (sometimes load chain
squeaks).

Cause

Improper assembly of gear.

Bearing broken.

Remedy'='Disassembly and reassemble.

Replace defective bearing.
'-'"

.- ,



Disassembling and Assembling Instructions
'---/

Disassembling of Bottom Yoke and Top Yoke

1. In the case of 5 ton capacity:

(a) Take out Chain Pin (Fig. 46) and Bolt (Fig. 73) for Bottom Yoke and take out Bottom
Yoke (Fig. 69). Take out Bottom Hook Assembly (Fig. 75), Idle Sheave (Fig. 70) and Shaft
(Fig. 71}. .

(b) Take out Socket Bolts (Fig. 64) for top Yoke and take out Top Yoke. Take out Top
Hook (Fig. 66), Idle Sheave (Fig. 61) and Shaft (Fig. 62).

2. In the case of 1 1/2, 2, and 3 ton capacity:

(a) Take out two Bolts (Fig. 51) which fix Bottom Yoke and take out Bottom Yoke (Fig. 50}.
Take out Bottom Hook (Fig. 56), Idle Sheave (Fig. 55) and Shaft (Rg. 53).

(b) Take out Split Pin (Fig. 48), Slotted Nut (Fig. 47) and Chain Pin (Rg. 46) which fix Top
Yoke and Load Chain.

Note 1: Do not unscrew Tap Socket Bolt (Fig. 41) which fIXesTail Pin.

Note 2: Do not take out any of the four ball bearings.

")sembling of Hoist
~.

Assembling of Accessories

1. Single fall type Bottom Hook 1, 1 1/2 ton capacity:

(a) Put the end of Load Chain (Fig. 42) and Bottom HookAssembly (Fig. 5) into Bottom
Yoke (Rg. 5) and fix Botto~ Yoke witt' Socket Bolt (Rg. 7) and U Nuts (Fig. 8).

2. Double fall type Top Hook~Bottom Ho~k 2, 3 ton capacity:

(a) Put lightly greased Shaft with Spring Pin (Rg~53,54) into thegr-oove of hole in Bottom
Yoke (Rg. 50) and put Shaft into Idle Sheave (Fig. 55).

(b) Wind load chain on Idle Sheave with the welded part of load chain turned inside..

(c) Put Bottom Hook (Rg. 56) into Bottom Yoke and cover it with the other Bottom Yoke
and fix it with two Socket Bolts (Rg. 51) and Lever Nuts (Rg.52).

(d)FIX the other end of load chain to Top Yoke with Chain Pi~ (Rg~46), Slotted Nut (Fig.
47) and Split Pin (Rg. 48). Make sure that load chain is not twisted.

3. Triple type Top Hook, bottom hook5ton.capacity: ., " " - '.. . ,. I . ' .

fa) Putlightl¥greased~haftwith Spring pid(Rg. 71, 7?)iD~0 the'~9(e>:Of~p~9rT1:kol<e(Rg.69)
~'P Yo~~Fig.59,'60) Insuch awaytp~tm.a:~p.nr:1g~1~~ntersth,e.grogY;~ln!heh?le., '. '
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(c) Put Top Hook Assembly (Fig. 66) (Bottom Hook Assembly Fig. 75) into Top Yoke (Bottom
Yoke) and cover itwith the other Top Yoke (Bottom Yoke) and fIXthem with three Socket Bolts
(Fig.64, 73) (two bolts for Bottom Yoke) and Lever Nuts (Fig. 65, 74).

(d) Fixone end of load chain from Top Yoke to Bottom Yoke with Chain Pin, Slotted Nut and Split
Pin. Take care so that the load chain is not twisted.

'-

Assemblinq of Body Parts and Fixinqof Accessories

1. Arrange two U Nuts (Fig. 23) on a table or other flat place in sucl1 way that they may be put in
the hexagonal holes in the lower part of Body B and place Body B on the U Nuts withthe
nameplate side of Body B facing downwards.

2. Place the center of Load Gear (Fig. 19) on Ball Bearing C (Fig. 17) put the serration part of
Load Sheave (Fig. 18) into Load Gear and insert the shaft part of load sheave into Ball
Bearing--:C.(Load Sheave is pressed into Load Gear:only in the case oJ 5 ton capacity).

'..':.1"~~'

3. Grease the serration part of Load Gear and cover it with Frame (Fig. 13).

4. Insert TailPin (Fig. 40) into Body B and wind load chain on Load Sheave at about 10th link
from the end of load chain with the welded part of load chain facing outward. Put the end of
load chain into TailPin making sure that load chain is not twisted. .

5. FitChain Guide (Ag. 20) (Guide Roller Ag. 2D-Aonly in the case of 1/2 ton capacity) and
Stripper (Fig.21) to Frame. Apply machine oil-lightlyto TopPin (Ag. 3) andfitit to Body B.
(NOTE: Fitthe side of Chain Guide with a larger diameter to frame.)

6. Applygrease lightlyto the gear part and shaft part of Pinion (Fig. 14) and apply machine oil
lightlyto the screw part and insert Pinion into Ball Bearing B (Ag. 16) through the hole. Turn
Pinion by hand and make sure that the Load Sheave also turns smoothly.

'-

7. Insert Top Pin into Top Hook Assembly (Fig. 1).

8. FitBody A (Ag. 10) in this state to Body B. Make sure that the Top Pin, Stripper and Chain
GuicJe~e in their proper hates ii-rBody A and th~t the Load Sheave and Pinion are properly
engageowith a BallBearing:

9. Fasten lightlybelow SocketBott (Fig. 22) (two longer ones) which fIXBody A and B and put
two U Ndts (Rg. 23) into hexagonal holes in the upper part of Body B (Top hook side) and
fasten lightlySocket Bolt (Ag. 22-A) (two shorter ones). Next fasten four Socket Bolts.

10. Applymachine oil lightlytoPawl Pin (Rg. 24) and put Pawl Spring (Fig. 26), Pawl (Rg: 27)
with Snap Ring (Ag. 28) in the order named. Make sure the Pawl Spring fixes to Pawl and the
Snap Ring is pUtcorrectly into groove.

11. Screw FrictionDisc (Rg. 29) into Pinion. (Push up Pawl with a finger.) Take care so that no
dust is ohFriction Dis~ as d~st r~duces braking !3fficiency. '

12. Whilepushing FrictionPlate B (Fig.30) (witha,smaller qutside di~eter) and Pawlwitha . .

finger, put Ratchet Disc (Ag. 31) and then Friction'Plate A (with a larger outside diameter) I':'
FrictionDisc. *Before doing ~is, ~pply machine,QiIto Friction Plat~ A. B-and wipeoffth~ od
from them lightlyan?~~: J?Ott';~d~s,of ,Ratqh~,1pi~b.~~~(tappty machirie'oil tattle :~urtaqe
of the hole. Take care so tfiat the 'teeth 'of the RatChet DIsc may engage properly with paWl.
*CF2 only, CF4 Fricti9n Plate~ are drv. . . ,- . .-- .- .1). . .' :' ,-;,,>: !(
""""' . " (
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14. Insert Wheel Stopper (Rg. 34) into Pinion and fIXit with Wheel Stopper Pin (Fig. 35) and Split
Pin (Rg. 36).~

15. Put one linkin Hand Chain (Fig. 43) into the circumferential groove of Hand Wheel and make
Hand Wheel catch Hand Chain while turning Hand Wheel from right to left.

16. Put Wheel Cover (Fig.37) on Body A and fIXitwith three screws (Fig. 38) (withSpring
Washer (Fig. 39).

Disassemblinq of Hoist

~ 1. Screwout three screws (Rg. 38) (withSpring Washer, Fig.39) which fIXWheelCover (Fig.37)
. and take ofWheelCover.

2. Put in one linkof Hand Chain (Fig.43).into the groove on -the circumference of Hand Wheel
(Fig.33) and remove Hand Chain and Hand Wheel while turning Hand WheeHroffiTight to left.

3. After removing Split Pin (Fig. 36) of Wheel Stopper Pin (Fig. 35) pull out Wheel Stopper Pin
and pull out Wheel Stopper Pin from Pinion (Fig. 14).

4. Remove Hand Wheel from Pinionwhile turning Hand Wheel from right to left. (Incase Pinion
turns together with Hand Wheel, Hand Wheel cannot be removed. Press Load Chain so as to
prevent Pinionfromturning. .

5. Remove FrictionPlate A (Fig. 32), Ratchet Disc, (Fig. 31), Friction Plate B (Fig. 30) in the order
lamed from Friction Disc (Fig. 29) and remove Friction Disc from Pinion while turning Brake

~isc from leftto right

6. Take out Snap Ring (Fig.28) from Pawl Pin (Fig. 24) and remove Pawl (Rg~27) and Pawl
Spting{Fig. 26)-fromPawl Pin. (NOTE: Donot disassemble except in case a part is required
to be replaced for a new one.)

7. Take out four Socket Bofts, (Fig..22, 22-A)which fixBody A, B, (Fig. 10, 11) from the side of
BQdyA (Youhave only to remOVeU.Nut.(Fig.23).completely from the, screw of each Socket
Bo~) -

8. Remove Body A and B and then pullout four Socket Bolts from Body A.

9. Take out Top Hook Assembly (Fig. 1) from Top Pin (Fig. 3) and pull out Top Pin from Body B.

10. Pullout Pinionand TailPin (Fig. 40) from Body B. Take out Chain Guide (Fig. 20) (Guide
. RollerFig. 2O-Aonly in the case of 1/210n capacity) and Stripper (Fig. 45) from frame (Fig.

13) and take out load chain from load sheave (Fig. 18).

11. Remove Frame.

12. Remove Load Sheave and Load Gear (Fig. 19) from Body B. (Load Sheave is pressed into
Load Gear only in the case of 5 ton capacity)

13. Take out Socket Bolt (Fig. 7) which holds Bottom Hook (Fig. 5) and remove Bottom Hook.
Bottom Hook (Fig. 5) and load chain (Fig. 42) can be taken out.

~
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